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 Mary Carewe Voice Repertoire 2018/2019 
 

 

 Centenary of Bernstein - 2018 American composer Leonard Bernstein revelled in his musical versatility – he embraced the classical platform, jazz and Broadway. For his centenary year, vocalist Mary Carewe and pianist Philip Mayers present a recital of songs that celebrate the variety of American vocal music including songs by Samuel Barber, Charles Ives, Cole Porter, George Gershwin, Stephen Sondheim and of course Bernstein himself.  The Music of James Bond ‘Goldfinger’, ‘Live and let die’, ‘Nobody does it better’, 'Licence to kill' are just a few of the numerous hits from the most famous James Bond movies, which form the basis of a truly thrilling programme. Mary’s virtuosic vocals and high octane performances have prompted the critics to highlight, “a crisp delivery and a versatile vocal range at her command” and “the versatility of a singer to encompass a range of hits...with unflinching ease…”   Mary has toured the programme in Australia, the Far East, Europe (Germany, Czech Republic, United Kingdom) and the United States where she made an acclaimed debut at New York’s Carnegie Hall in March 2009.    Beyond the Rainbow A glittering tribute to two of the most talented performers ever to hit the stage and screen! From Garland’s rise to international stardom with the Wizard of Oz in 1938, to Minnelli’s Oscar winning portrayal of Sally Bowles in Cabaret in1972, singer Mary Carewe and conductor Roderick Dunk explore two extraordinary careers through some of the most memorable music now synonymous with the names Garland and Minnelli, the most extraordinary mother and daughter team in the history of popular entertainment.   Come to the Cabaret! BERLIN - 1933: A PIVOTAL MOMENT IN MUSICAL HISTORY. Mary Carewe takes you into the political and satirical world of Berlin Cabaret in the 1920’s and 1930’s, tracing the work of Cabaret and Theatre composers and their resultant exodus caused by the devastating Nazi crackdown of 1933.  Follow the fortunes of Franz Waxman, Kurt Weill, Friedrich Hollaender and Erich Korngold as they seek out new lives in America where they achieve success at the very highest levels of the theatre and film industries.  From the intimacy of songs such as “Falling in love again’ and ‘Alone in a big city’, the sexual ambiguity of “Masculine-Feminine” and the cruel wit of ‘Mack the knife’ to lush Academy Award-winning Hollywood film scores like ‘The Sea Hawk’ and ‘Sunset Boulevard’ this is a unique insight into an intriguing era and it’s musical legacy – a fascinating world perpetuated by the Broadway partnership of Kander and Ebb in their award winning musical - CABARET.  “What use is sitting alone in your room, come hear the music play!…..”   
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Serious Cabaret Recitals with Pianist Phillip Mayers 
 
Leaving Berlin With the rise of Nazism and Hitler’s Chancellorship in 1933, many musicians, artists and composer left Germany spreading their influence around the globe. Delve into the world of Berlin cabaret and political theatre between 1900-1933 and beyond. Songs by Eisler, Spoliansky, Hollaender, Weill, Gershwin and Blitzstein.  Love, Life and Kurt Weill Mary and Phillip explore the Berlin of Weill’s early days as a composer working with Bertlot Brecht. They follow his progress to Paris, the city of Satie and Poulenc, and onwards to London, where he lived briefly alongside Britten and Coward. The programme concludes with some of Weill’s glorious Broadway songs; the product of his settlement in the USA.  
The truth about love 
Love won and lost is the very stuff of cabaret. This is an evening of pure joy, deep sentiment, dreadful tragedy and bitter cynicism with material by Bolcom, Gershwin, Bowles, Weill, Britten, Poulenc, etc… 


